XI. 2018 DIVISION PROGRAM CHAIRPERSONS/SPECIAL DIVISION REQUIREMENTS

Send proposals to the division program chairperson of one (most applicable) division. All proposals must be submitted via the APA website.

1—SOCIETY FOR GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
Emily A. A. Dow, PhD, 37 White Pine Court, Cockeysville, MD 21030, (201) 647-1316, emilydow@gmail.com; and Phyllis A. Wentworth, PhD, 27 Tanager St., Arlington, MA 02476, (781) 859-8613, wentworthp@wit.edu.

Seeking proposals on how psychology’s work within psychiatric institutions, legal systems, teaching, and research has been shaped by alliances with medicine, criminology, anthropology, and other disciplines. Anonymous review.

2—SOCIETY FOR THE TEACHING OF PSYCHOLOGY
Jamie G. McMinn, PhD, Westminster College, 109 Old Main, New Wilmington, PA 16172, (724) 946-7120, mcminnjg@westminster.edu; and Aaron S. Richmond, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Metropolitan State University of Denver, 890 Auraria Pkwy, Student Success Bldg., Denver CO 80204, (303) 556-3085, arichmo3@msudenver.edu.

Posters and one-hour proposals on teaching and learning are welcome; completed empirical research is encouraged. Proposals that focus on teaching introductory psychology are especially welcome. Anonymous review.

3—SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE
Jeffrey S. Katz, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Auburn University, 226 Thach Hall, Auburn, AL 36849, (334) 844-6490, katzjef@auburn.edu; and Gene A. Brewer, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Arizona State University, 950 S. McAllister, Tempe, AZ 85287, (480) 965-2155, gene.brewer@asu.edu.

5—QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE METHODS
Viji Sathy, PhD, Dept. of Psychology and Neuroscience, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270, (919) 843-9119, viji.sathy@unc.edu.

Anonymous review.

6—SOCIETY FOR BEHAVIORAL NEUROSCIENCE AND COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY
Amanda M. Dettmer, PhD, Dept. of Biology, Hood College, Hodson Science and Technology Bldg., Rm. 153, 401 Rosemont Ave., Frederick, MD 21701, adettmer@gmail.com, (412) 841-7931; and Nancy K. Dess, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Occidental College, Swan Hall, Rm. 324, 1600 Campus Rd., Los Angeles, CA 90041, 323-259-2570, dessnk@oxy.edu.
Program proposals in the areas of behavioral neuroscience and comparative psychology are invited. Individual papers and posters accepted.

7—DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Matthew M. Stevenson, PhD, Center for Human Growth and Development, University of Michigan, 1060 NE 10th Floor, 300 N. Ingalls Bldg., Ann Arbor, MI 48109-5406, (734) 648-9748, mstevens@umich.edu; and Kate Ellis-Davies, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Cambridge University, Downing St., Cambridge CB2 3EB, UK, +44 (0) 1223 (7) 67807, kge22@cam.ac.uk.

Anonymous review.

8—SOCIETY FOR PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Virginia S.Y. Kwan, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Arizona State University, P.O. Box 871104, Tempe, AZ 85287-1104, virginia.kwan@asu.edu; and Jarret T. Crawford, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, The College of New Jersey, Social Sciences Bldg., 2000 Pennington Rd., Ewing, NJ 08628, 609-771-2117, crawford@tcnj.edu.

Only poster presentations and symposia requested.

9—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF SOCIAL ISSUES
Harmony A. Reppond, PhD, Behavioral Sciences, University of Michigan–Dearborn, 4901 Evergreen Rd., 4012 CASL, Dearborn, MI 48128-1491, (313) 593-5482, hreppond@umich.edu; and Kala J. Melchiori, PhD, James Madison University, 95 E. Grace St., MSC 7704, Harrisonburg, VA 22807, (540) 568-3177, melchikj@jmu.edu.

All proposal types are invited, especially insights for research, policy, and practice related to diversity, social issues, and/or social change. Anonymous review.

10—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY OF AESTHETICS, CREATIVITY AND THE ARTS
Roni Reiter-Palmon, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of Nebraska–Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182, (402) 554-4810, rreiter-palmon@unomaha.edu; and Mary Gregerson, PhD, 1116 S. Esplande, Leavenworth, KS 66048, (703) 405-1149, mary.gregerson@aol.com.

Program proposals in the areas of creativity, aesthetics, and the arts are invited. Symposia proposals with sets of papers are preferred over individual proposal submissions. Posters are strongly encouraged. Anonymous review.

12—SOCIETY OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
R. Kathryn McHugh, PhD, and Courtney Beard, PhD, 115 Mill Street, Mailstop 222, Belmont, MA 02478, (617) 855-3169, kmchugh@mclean.harvard.edu (McHugh); (617) 855-3557, cbeard@mclean.harvard.edu (Beard).
Posters and 1- or 2-hour symposia are welcome (no papers). Anonymous review.

13—SOCIETY OF CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGY
Trevor Olson, PsyD, P.O. Box 720963, Norman, OK 73070, treols@gmail.com.

14—SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
C. Allen Gorman, PhD, Dept. of Management and Marketing, East Tennessee State University, 128 Sam Wilson Hall, Johnson City, TN 37614, (423) 439-5592, gormanc@etsu.edu. Anonymous review.

15—EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Rayne A. Sperling, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University, EPCSE, 202 CEDAR, University Park, PA 16802, (814) 863-2261, rsd7@psu.edu; and Peggy N. Van Meter, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University, EPCSE, 226 CEDAR, University Park, PA 16802, (814) 863-2004, pnv1@psu.edu.

For details on submissions, expectations, content, and student award, see http://apadiv15.org/apa-2018. Please direct inquiries to convention2018@apadiv15.org. Papers may be accepted as posters. Anonymous review.

16—SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Nathaniel P. von der Embse, PhD, 4646 Balsam Dr., Land O' Lakes, FL 34936, (419) 303-6781, nate.vonderembse@gmail.com; and Jessica S. Reinhardt, PhD, 1999 E. Evans Ave., Denver, CO 80208, (303) 871-2838, jessica.reinhardt@du.edu.

We welcome proposals pertaining to all areas of school psychology. Proposals for poster sessions (1 hour) and symposia (1 hour 50 min) will be reviewed. Anonymous review.

17—SOCIETY OF COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Melissa L. Morgan-Consoli, PhD, Gevirtz Graduate School of Education, University of California–Santa Barbara, 2141 Education Building, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, (805) 893-4018, mmorganconsoli@div17.org; and Patrick Grzanka, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of Tennessee–Knoxville, 1404 Circle Dr., Knoxville, TN 37996, (865) 974-3788, patrick.grzanka@utk.edu.

Anonymous review.

18—PSYCHOLOGISTS IN PUBLIC SERVICE
Wendy M. K. Peters, PhD, 105 Bramblebush Trail, Dayton, OH 45440, (937) 654-0153, div18programchair@gmail.com; and Anita Mihecoby, PhD, 4402 Layman Ave., Pico Rivera, CA 90660, (626) 430-4521, div18programcochair@gmail.com.

Program proposals in the areas of practice, research, and training are invited. No individual papers accepted. Submission for CE offerings encouraged. Anonymous review.
19—SOCIETY FOR MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
Angela E. Legner, PsyD, 5035 W. College Ave., #74, Greendale, WI 53129-2950, (312) 282-4196, angelalegner@gmail.com; and Lindsey Monteith, PhD, Denver VA Hospital, 1055 Clermont St., Denver, CO 80220, (303) 399-8020, ext. 3195, lindsey.monteith@va.gov.

We welcome all proposals that advance the science and practice of military psychology, especially those pertaining to (a) diversity (in the context not only of people but also of education, policy, evidence-based practice, and innovative service delivery); (b) applications of behavioral science that support all aspects of veterans, military, government, national security, law enforcement, and public safety areas; and (c) operational psychology. Anonymous review.

20—ADULT DEVELOPMENT AND AGING
J. Tina Savla, PhD, College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, Virginia Tech, 230 Grove Lane, Mail Code 0555, Blacksburg, VA 24061, (540) 231-2348, jsavla@vt.edu; and Allison A. M. Bielak, PhD, Human Development and Family Studies, Colorado State University, 1570 Campus Delivery, Ft. Collins, CO 80523, (970) 491-7608, allison.bielak@colostate.edu.

All proposal types and topics are welcome. Anonymous review.

21—APPLIED EXPERIMENTAL AND ENGINEERING PSYCHOLOGY
Kim-Phuong Vu, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, California State University–Long Beach, 1250 N. Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840, (562) 985-5021, kim.vu@csulb.edu.

Symposium proposals in any area of human factors or applied experimental psychology are invited. No individual papers; poster submissions by faculty, practitioners, and students are encouraged. Anonymous review.

22—REHABILITATION PSYCHOLOGY
Lisa M. Betthauser, PhD, Denver VA Hospital, 1055 Clermont St., Denver CO, 80220, (720) 660-1047, lisa.betthauser@ucdenver.edu.

Proposals relevant to disability and rehabilitation are welcome, with a particular focus on (a) health behaviors and self-management, (b) health care disparities, and (c) M-health interventions. Anonymous review.

23—SOCIETY FOR CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY
Mary L. Steffel, PhD, School of Business, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave., 202F Hayden Hall, Boston, MA 02118, (646) 831-6508, mary.steffel@me.com; and Joshua J. Clarkson, PhD, College of Business, University of Cincinnati, 429 Lindner Hall, 2925 Campus Green Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45221, (513) 556-7105, joshua.clarkson@uc.edu.

No special requirements. Anonymous review.
24—SOCIETY FOR THEORETICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Justin M. Karter, MA, 23 E. Springfield St., #3, Boston, MA 02118, (716) 997-7883, justin.karter001@umb.edu; and Lisa Cosgrove, PhD, 415 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02138, (857) 998-8729, lisa.cosgrove@umb.edu.

Program proposals addressing theoretical questions relevant to psychological research and practice are invited, as well as broader reflections on the discipline and profession. Anonymous review.

25—BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Nicole M. Rodriguez, PhD, Center for Autism Spectrum Disorders, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 985450 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE 68198-5450, (402) 559-2410, nicole.rodriguez@unmc.edu.

Proposals in the area of behavior analysis are invited; cross-divisional research is encouraged.

26—SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY
Elissa N. Rodkey, PhD, Crandall University, P.O. Box 6004, Moncton, NB, Canada E1C 9L7, (506) 588-3815, erodkey@gmail.com; and Jacy L. Young, PhD, 34-508 McMillan Ave., Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3L 0N5, (204) 451-5814, jacyleeyoung@gmail.com.

All submission types related to the history of psychology or history of relevant social and behavioral sciences are welcome. Anonymous review.

27—SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH AND ACTION: DIVISION OF COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY
Chiara Sabina, PhD, 238 Stone Fence Rd., West Chester, PA 19382, (631) 682-1122, sabina@psu.edu; and Carolyn J. Tompsett, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403, (419) 372-8256, cjtomps@bgsu.edu.

Proposals for symposia, skill-building sessions, conversation hours, discussions and posters for advancing the science and practice of community psychology are invited. Anonymous review.

28—PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Michael J. Wesley, PhD, Dept. of Behavioral Science, University of Kentucky, Medical Behavioral Science Bldg., Lexington, KY 40536-0086, (859) 323-5771; michael.wesley@uky.edu.

All proposals types welcomed, especially related to opioids, cannabis, and new emerging drugs of abuse (e.g., synthetics) as well as addiction and LGBTQ. Anonymous review.

29—SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PSYCHOTHERAPY
Gary Howell, PsyD, Center for Psychological Growth, Florida School of Professional Psychology, 2109 E. Palm Ave., Ste. 201, Tampa, FL
Division theme is “Establishing and Refining Personalized Mental Health Care: Promoting Disruptive, Evidence-Informed Innovations to Psychotherapy Training Molds and Methods.” Symposia, conversation hours, skill-building sessions, and posters relevant to psychotherapy research, theory, and practice are invited. No paper-reading proposals will be accepted. Anonymous review.

30—SOCIETY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL HYPNOSIS
Shelagh Freedman, Dept. of Psychology, Concordia University Loyola, 7141 Sherbrooke St., W PY-037, Montreal, QC, Canada H4B 1R6, (514) 848-2424; shelaghfreedman@gmail.com.

31—STATE, PROVINCIAL AND TERRITORIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION AFFAIRS
Roseann F. Getchell, MA, 2501 SW Marigold St., Portland, OR 97219, (503) 779-7740, rfish13@georgefox.edu.

Program proposals in the areas of advocacy, leadership training, practice, and diversity are invited. No posters or papers accepted. Anonymous review.

32—SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY
Lisa Vallejos, PhD, 10200 E. Girard Ave., Ste. B410; Denver, CO 80237, (415) 636-1657, lisamvallejos@gmail.com; and Monica Mansilla, PhD, Relational Path Institute.


33—INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES/AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS
V. Mark Durand, PhD, 300 Beach Dr., NE #1003, St. Petersburg, FL 33701, (727) 244-4390, vdurand@gmail.usf.edu.

All proposals in the area of intellectual and developmental disabilities, including autism spectrum disorder, are invited. We especially encourage presentations by early career professionals and students. Cross-divisional research is particularly encouraged. Anonymous review.

34—SOCIETY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL, POPULATION, AND CONSERVATION PSYCHOLOGY
Patricia L. Winter, PhD, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Research Station, 4955 Canyon Crest Drive, Riverside, CA 92507, (951) 203-5926, pwinter@fs.fed.us.

Proposals for symposia, posters, panel discussions, and conversation hours are invited. Please visit our web page for the themes we are emphasizing.
35—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN
Khanh T. Dinh, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of Massachusetts–Lowell, 113 Wilder Street, Suite 300, Lowell, MA 01854-3059, (978) 934-3916, (781) 267-2825, khanh_dinh@uml.edu; and Louise A. Douce, PhD, 4707 Blue Church Rd., Sunbury, OH 43074, (614) 565-7991, louisedouce.1@gmail.com.

Proposals for skill-building sessions, conversation hours, symposia, and posters related to psychology of women and feminist psychology are invited. We encourage interactive sessions with CE credits. Anonymous review.

36—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY
Jordan P. LaBouff, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of Maine, 301 Little Hall, Orono, ME 04469, (207) 581-2826, jordan.labouff@maine.edu.

Symposia, 5-minute data blitz (indicate “Data Blitz”), and poster submissions are invited. Continuing education submissions are encouraged. Individual papers will be scheduled as posters. Anonymous review.

37—SOCIETY FOR CHILD AND FAMILY POLICY AND PRACTICE
Mirian E. Ofonedu, PhD, School of Social Work, University of Maryland Baltimore, 525 W. Redwood Street, Baltimore, MD 21201, 443-923-5983, ofonedu@ssw.umaryland.edu.

Proposals are invited for symposia, discussions, and posters on child/family policies and practice, as well as programs promoting positive youth outcomes for people of color. Anonymous review.

38—SOCIETY FOR HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY
Stephanie L. Fitzpatrick, PhD, Center for Health Research, Kaiser Permanente, 3800 N. Interstate Avenue, Portland, OR 97227, (503) 335-6773, stephanie.l.fitzpatrick@kpchr.org.

Health psychology posters are welcome. Awards for best poster submissions. Anonymous review.

39—PSYCHOANALYSIS
Loong W. Kwok, PsyD, 110 Gough St., Ste. 301, San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 952-5965, drloongkwok@gmail.com; and Stephen Hartman, PhD, 450 Gough St., San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 694-2603, stephen@eshartman.com.

Proposals related to psychoanalytic theory and practice are invited. Anonymous review.

40—SOCIETY FOR CLINICAL NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
Sara L. Weisenbach, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of Utah, 383 Colorow Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84108, (801) 587-0164, sara.weisenbach@hsc.utah.edu.

Program proposals in the areas of neuropsychology practice, research, and training are invited. Anonymous review.
41—AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY-LAW SOCIETY
Twila Wingrove, JD, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, Appalachian State University, 222 Joyce Lawrence Lane, Boone, NC 28608, (828) 262-2272, ext. 440, wingroveta@appstate.edu; and Evelyn Maeder, PhD, Carleton University, C566 Loeb, 1125 Colonel By Dr., Ottawa, ON, Canada K1S 5B6, (613) 520-2600, ext. 4488, evelyn.maeder@carleton.ca.

42—PSYCHOLOGISTS IN INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Jared L. Skillings, PhD, 2750 E. Beltline, Ste. K, Grand Rapids, MI 49525, (616) 447-4837, jlskillings6017@gmail.com, jared.skillings@spectrumhealth.org.

Practice-focused submissions about business of practice, interprofessional communication, interdisciplinary practice, public education, evidence-based practice, ethics, practice innovation, and exciting cases are encouraged. No individual proposals.

43—SOCIETY FOR COUPLE AND FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY
Jessica Rohlfing Pryor, PhD, The Family Institute, Northwestern University, 618 Library Place, Evanston, IL 60201, (847) 733-4300, ext. 660, div43programchairs2018@gmail.com.

Proposals for 50-minute symposia, skill-building sessions, posters, and conversation hours are sought. Student submissions welcome. No individual paper presentations. Anonymous review.

44—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER ISSUES
Ja’Nina J. Garrett-Walker, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton St., KA G48, San Francisco, CA 94117, (415) 422-6432, jgarrettwalker@usfca.edu.

Proposals for symposia, discussions, and posters on intersectionality and LGBTQ+ populations, and nonbinary gender identities are invited, as well as programs promoting social justice approaches. Anonymous review.

45—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF CULTURE, ETHNICITY AND RACE
Hector Y. Adames, PsyD, and Nayeli Y. Chavez-Duenas, PhD; Dept. of Psychology, Chicago School of Professional Psychology Counseling, 325 North Wells St., MM-4116, Chicago, IL 60642; (312) 467-2305, hadames@thechicagoschool.edu (Adames); (312) 467-2523, nchavez@thechicagoschool.edu (Chavez-Duenas).

Proposals for symposia and posters are invited, especially those that address our theme, “Promoting Healing Through Social Justice.” Both conceptual and research submissions are welcomed. Anonymous review.
46—SOCIETY FOR MEDIA PSYCHOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
V. Krishna Kumar, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, West Chester University of Pennsylvania, West Chester, PA 19383, (610) 574-4884, kkumar@wcupa.edu; and Frank Farley, PhD, 213 Ritter Addition, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122, (215) 668-7581, frank.farley@temple.edu.

The theme is “Is Medium the True Message—If Not, What Is?” Only proposals for 50-minute symposia, skill-building sessions, posters, and conversation hours will be considered.

47—SOCIETY FOR SPORT, EXERCISE AND PERFORMANCE PSYCHOLOGY
Brandonn Harris, PhD, School of Health and Kinesiology, Georgia Southern University, P.O. Box 8076, Hollis Building, Room 1103C, Statesboro, GA 30460, (912) 478-7900, bharris@georgiasouthern.edu; and Jessica D. Bartley, PsyD, 4315 Red Forest Rd., Monument, CO 80132, (720) 252-5960, jessicadbartley@gmail.com.

Proposals addressing research, education, and practice within sport, exercise, and performance settings are invited. Symposia, discussions, conversation hours, skill-building sessions, and poster presentations are encouraged. Anonymous review.

48—SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF PEACE, CONFLICT, AND VIOLENCE: PEACE PSYCHOLOGY
Lucia Melano, MA, The Wright Institute, 2728 Durant Ave., Berkeley, CA 94704, (510) 292-3939, lmelano@wi.edu.

The division is calling activists and scholars to a dialogue on bringing peace through social justice to nations and communities experiencing inequality, racism, violence, and war.

49—SOCIETY OF GROUP PSYCHOLOGY AND GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY
Debra C. O’Connell, MS, Washington State University, P.O. Box 644820, Johnson Tower 233, Pullman, WA 99164-4820, (509) 335-2631, debra.oconnell@wsu.edu.

Posters, skill-building sessions, and symposia accepted. Special emphasis on diversity research for one poster session. Contact program chair for details. Anonymous review.

50—SOCIETY OF ADDICTION PSYCHOLOGY
David Eddie, PhD, Recovery Research Institute, Massachusetts General Hospital, 151 Merrimac St., 6th Floor, Boston, MA 02114, (617) 643-9194, deddie@mgh.harvard.edu.

51—SOCIETY FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF MEN AND MASCULINITY
Michael C. Parent, PhD, 4701 Monterey Oaks Blvd., #135, Austin, TX 78749, (512) 642-2404, michael.parent@austin.utexas.edu; and Paul B. Ingram, PhD, Dept. of Psychological Science, Texas Tech University, 18th and Boston, Office 452F, Lab 457, Lubbock, TX 79409, (806) 834-3354; pbingram@gmail.com.

Program proposals relevant to practice, research training, and advocacy related to men and boys are welcome. We encourage submission of collaborative symposiums over single-paper sessions. Anonymous review.

52—INTERNATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Judith L. Gibbons, PhD, c/o Katelyn Poelker, Schaap Science Center, Hope College (Office 1162), 35 East 12th St., Holland, MI 49423, 011-502-7832-8930 (Guatemala), JGSSRA52.2018@gmail.com, gibbonsj@slu.edu; and Sonia Suchday, PhD, 420 E. 64th St., Apt W11A, New York, NY 10065, (917) 399-2278, ssuchday@pace.edu.

Program proposals related to the theme “Building International Partnerships for Psychology, People, and the Planet.” No individual papers accepted. Anonymous review.

53—SOCIETY OF CLINICAL CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY
Adam B. Miller, PhD, Dept. of Psychology, University of North Carolina, 235 E. Cameron Ave., CB #3270, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, (919) 843-8150, adam.miller@unc.edu; and Meghan Miller, PhD, MIND Institute, University of California–Davis, 2825 50th St., Sacramento, CA 95817, (916) 703-0217, mrhmiller@ucdavis.edu.

Division 53 only accepts proposals for symposia and poster presentations. Individual paper submissions, conversation hours, and/or skill building sessions will not be considered. Anonymous review.

54—SOCIETY OF PEDIATRIC PSYCHOLOGY
Marilyn L. Sampilo, PhD, Pediatric Psychology, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, NCH-Westside Primary Care Center, 441 Industrial Mile Rd., Columbus, OH 43228, (614) 722-2618, marilyn.sampilo@NationwideChildrens.org; and Jason Van Allen, PhD, Box 42051, Dept. of Psychological Sciences, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79424-2051, (806) 834-7703, jason.vanallen@ttu.edu.

Proposals addressing research, education, practice, and policy are invited. Proposals for posters, oral presentations and symposia are welcome. Anonymous review.

55—AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PHARMACOTHERAPY
Joanna R. Sells, MS, 10 N St., SW, Apt. N624, Washington, DC 20024, (310) 658-0044, apadivision55@gmail.com; and Courtney Vaughan, BS, 4400 East West Highway, Apt. 530, Bethesda, MD 20814, (540) 409-6655, apadivision55@gmail.com.
All types of proposals that address trauma, especially those addressing the division’s presidential theme of trauma and diversity, are invited. For symposia, at least two of the four presenters must represent a minimum of two separate institutions; priority will be given to symposia with three or more institutions represented. Anonymous review.

**AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS (APAGS)**

Sydney Morgan, MA, 5855 Highland Ave., Kansas City, MO 64110, (618) 444-9228, sydney.morgan0926@gmail.com; and Heather Dade, APAGS, 750 First Street NE, Washington DC 20002, (202) 336-6014, hdade@apa.org.

APAGS accepts proposals for programs and posters only (no paper proposals). At least one presenter should be an APAGS member; however, you do not have to be an APAGS member to chair the session. APAGS allows student program chairs; you will not need a sponsor who is a full APA member. APAGS members who are first authors on an accepted poster or program are eligible to have their registration fee waived by APA. Program topics should pertain to psychology students across the range of psychology or meet the needs of a large segment of students. Anonymous review.

**APA COMMITTEE ON EARLY CAREER PSYCHOLOGISTS**

Jasmin Llamas, PhD, 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95053, (408) 551-3123, jasminLlamasPhD@gmail.com; and Eddy Ameen, PhD, Office on Early Career Psychologists, APA, 750 First St., NE, Washington, DC 20002-4242, (202) 216-7627, eameen@apa.org.

Proposals related to professional development and personal concerns of early career psychologists are welcome, with strong preference for symposia and skill-building sessions. No papers accepted. Anonymous review.